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RELEASE AGENT 56 
 

Release for control of coating on Yankee Cylinders during tissue production 
 
Description 
RELEASE AGENT 56 is a release agent for controlling the Yankee cylinder coating at the tissue production 
and the adhesion to the paper web. 
 
RELEASE AGENT 56 offers the following application advantages: 

 control of crepe    = runnability, cylinder protection 

 control of adhesion  = control of crepe and stretch 

 lubrication of blade  = increased service life of blade 
 
In comparison to other products from our RELEASE AGENT product range, RELEASE AGENT 56 is 
characterized by a very strong releasing effect. As a result of the good tribological properties of RELEASE 
AGENT 56, the lubrication properties and thus the service life of the blade is increased. 
 
Ingredients: 
RELEASE AGENT 56 is based on a combination of white oil, ester and additives. 
 
Chemical properties: 
 Appearance:  clear, yellow  
 Active content:  100 % 
 Density/20°C:  ~ 0,874 g/cm³ 
 Viscosity/20°C:  ~ 56 mm²/s 
 Flash point:  > 160°C 
  
 
RELEASE AGENT 56 has been tested and approved for the application at the production of paper and board. 
The product is in compliance with the Foodstuffs and Consumer Goods Act and is approved according to the 
XXXVI. recommendation of the BfR (formerly BgVV). 
 
Application 

RELEASE AGENT 56 is used in combination with our COTAC-product range and normally sprayed directly 

onto the cylinder surface via a spray system offered by us. By varying the coating chemicals and dosage 

quantities it is possible to control both thickness, elongation and strength as well as runnability 
 
Service: 
The perfect product combination, dosage quantities and kind of application is determined by our technical 
service at site, ensuring an optimum adjustment to the PM and to the trial targets. After-trial-service. 
 

Handling and storage: 
Adhere to safety regulations given in the health and safety data sheet. 
Storage stability: 6 months at 5 - 35°C 
Keep container closed. 
Prior to use, the temperature of the bins should be adjusted to the ambient temperature by a storage next to 
the dosage point. 

 
Valid only in combination with current EC-Material Safety Data Sheet and certificate of conformity                             
 
The information given here is considered to be correct and is offered for your consideration, investigation and verification. No warranties 
are expressed or implied since the use of our products is beyond our control. Statements concerning the use of PETROFER-products are 
not to be constructed as recommending the infringement of any patent 
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